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The bustling streets of Chinatown can be overwhelming. There are streets with rows of

stores displaying their goods and trinkets hoping to catch the tourist eye, while others

emit a concoction of smells from various eateries which can be tempting and overbearing

at the same time. One can certainly imagine my surprise when I found a welcomed oasis;

a particular corridor that is quietly situated on Smith Street. I found my destination after

a short walk down the corridor. The wooden door of 5 Smith Street stands between

me and a different world – one that I thought to be confusing and inaccessible before this

occasion. Taking one last look at my surroundings, I opened the door and walked in.

Front of the Tea House

The tea house of the Chinese Theatre Circle (CTC) transports you back in time with its

humble but tasteful Chinese furnishings. Within a couple of minutes of entering, I was

invited to sit down and tea was served. I found myself in the company of other members

of the press and, to my surprise, realised that I have mutual friends with a few of them – a

great start to the evening that  is maintained throughout. Before the programme

proper, We were served a simple three-course meal. While I found the portion to be a tad

little, the food was delicious and homely as it was cooked by one of the volunteers at the

circle.
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Ms See Too Hoi Siang, in costume as a princess bride, introducing us to the

intricacies of Chinese opera

Soon, Ms See Too took to the stage and we were given an introduction to the intricacies of

Chinese opera. From distinguishing personalities of a character by the make-up to the

symbolic actions of the actors, the talk was certainly a very comprehensive one. As I was

not expecting a very in-depth introduction to Chinese opera, I took it upon myself to read

a guidebook before attending the session. I was surprised that Ms See Too’s talk covered

40% of the content in the book – a much effective way to learn about Chinese opera.

Perhaps, what makes her talk most enjoyable was the candour in speaking about her

personal experiences as an artiste. There was an increasing and unanimous admiration

for opera performers after we learnt that their costumes, depending on type of character,

can weigh up to five kilogrammes and that female characters in civil roles wear shoes with

platforms that are attached to the middle of the shoe rather than the back. More

importantly, an opera artiste must be an all-rounder with the required skills of singing,

acting, dancing and fighting. It is no wonder that Ms See Too calls Chinese opera “total

theatre”.
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The bride and groom meet at the pavilion to officiate their wedding

ceremony

Next, we were treated to a performance of a scene from 帝女花 (The Patriotic Princess).

For those who are unfamiliar of the plot summary, click here to read about it and even

watch the same excerpt performed by See Too Hoi Siang and Frances Wong. What

unfolded is a very touching suicide scene by the couple out of sheer loyalty to the Ming

dynasty. See Too and Wong were absolutely great with their portrayals despite the

incredibly small stage space. The subtlety of expression from both artistes really brought

out the poignancy of the whole situation and it was just beautiful to watch. As for those

who, like myself, do not understand Cantonese, there are English subtitles provided. This

is in line with the circle’s goal to attract as broad an audience as possible.

The Prince Consort sings about his love for his wife
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As an additional treat, CTC’s chairman, Mr Leslie Wong happened to be around and he

decided to share with us his experiences on writing the world’s one and only Chinese

opera sung in English, Intrigues in the Qing Imperial Court which had its most recent

performance at NUS. He took a year to research on the life of Emperor Guang Xu  and

nine months to write the script as he had to pay attention to the rhymes and ensure that

the lyrics fit the melodies of the Chinese music. The artistes were even kind enough to

sing two lines from the show and we were all surprised at how well the lyrics fit the

operatic singing style. This made me regret not catching it when it was performed at NUS.

The Prince Consort holds a candle and proceeds to look at his wife’s beauty

My first exposure to Chinese opera was certainly a wonderful experience. One certainly

has to take one’s hats off to the difficulty and versatility of the art form. The multitudes of

stories in the operatic canon not only entertains but they teach as well as inform. While

one has to acknowledge the uncertainty of Chinese opera’s future due to the dwindling

number of professionals in the field, one thing is for sure – this will not be my last

experience of Chinese opera.
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Old and rare costumes that contain hand sewn sequin motifs

To find out more about the Chinese Theatre Circle, visit their Facebook page, blog or

website.  If you would like to arrange for a similar demonstration which I experienced, the

programme is called the Sights and Sounds of Chinese Opera and full details can be found

on their website.
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